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Red strawberries harvest (14)
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Brussels , 31/05/2019 Illustration of the urban gardens and greenhouses of the Josaphat Park . Pix : strawberries Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 31/05/2019 Illustration of the urban gardens and greenhouses of the Josaphat Park . Pix : strawberries Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 31/05/2019 Illustration of the urban gardens and greenhouses of the Josaphat Park . Pix : strawberries Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 31/05/2019 Illustration of the urban gardens and greenhouses of the Josaphat Park . Pix : Illustration of the urban gardens Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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AYDIN, TURKEY - MAY 30 : Women pick strawberries at a farm during harvest season at a farm in Aydin, Turkey on May 30, 2019. Ferdi Uzun / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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29 May 2019, Saxony-Anhalt, Groppendorf: Strawberries lie on a field of farmers Gummert under the plant, which is protected by straw in the sun. The strawberry harvest in the B?rde began at the end of April. The harvest on the fields of "Gummert Strawberries" is to last until the end of August. Photo: Klaus-Dietmar Gabbert/dpa-Zentralbild/ZB
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29 May 2019, Saxony-Anhalt, Groppendorf: A strawberry lies on a field of farmers Gummert in the sun. The strawberry harvest in the B?rde began at the end of April. The harvest on the fields of "Gummert Strawberries" is to last until the end of August. Photo: Klaus-Dietmar Gabbert/dpa-Zentralbild/ZB
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29 May 2019, Saxony-Anhalt, Groppendorf: A strawberry lies on a field of farmers Gummert in the sun. The strawberry harvest in the B?rde began at the end of April. The harvest on the fields of "Gummert Strawberries" is to last until the end of August. Photo: Klaus-Dietmar Gabbert/dpa-Zentralbild/ZB
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29 May 2019, Saxony-Anhalt, Groppendorf: A strawberry lies on a field of farmers Gummert in the sun. The strawberry harvest in the B?rde began at the end of April. The harvest on the fields of "Gummert Strawberries" is to last until the end of August. Photo: Klaus-Dietmar Gabbert/dpa-Zentralbild/ZB
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29 May 2019, Saxony-Anhalt, Groppendorf: A harvest worker picks fresh strawberries from a field belonging to the farmers Gummert. The strawberry harvest in the B?rde began at the end of April. The harvest on the fields of "Gummert Strawberries" is to last until the end of August. Photo: Klaus-Dietmar Gabbert/dpa-Zentralbild/ZB
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29 May 2019, Saxony-Anhalt, Groppendorf: A harvest assistant picks fresh strawberries from a field of farmers Gummert. The strawberry harvest in the B?rde began at the end of April. The harvest on the fields of "Gummert Strawberries" is to last until the end of August. Photo: Klaus-Dietmar Gabbert/dpa-Zentralbild/ZB
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29 May 2019, Saxony-Anhalt, Groppendorf: A harvest assistant picks fresh strawberries from a field of farmers Gummert. The strawberry harvest in the B?rde began at the end of April. The harvest on the fields of "Gummert Strawberries" is to last until the end of August. Photo: Klaus-Dietmar Gabbert/dpa-Zentralbild/ZB
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29 May 2019, Saxony-Anhalt, Groppendorf: Harvesters pick fresh strawberries from a field of farmers Gummert. The strawberry harvest in the B?rde began at the end of April. The harvest on the fields of "Gummert Strawberries" is to last until the end of August. Photo: Klaus-Dietmar Gabbert/dpa-Zentralbild/ZB
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29 May 2019, Saxony-Anhalt, Groppendorf: Harvesters pick fresh strawberries from a field of farmers Gummert. The strawberry harvest in the B?rde began at the end of April. The harvest on the fields of "Gummert Strawberries" is to last until the end of August. Photo: Klaus-Dietmar Gabbert/dpa-Zentralbild/ZB
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